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Let X be a T,-space, ic2. We define the T,-pseudoweight of X, e,(X), to be the least weight 
of a coarser T, topology on X. Reed and Zenor have shown that if X is a Moore space, and 
1x1~ 2”, then IL,(X) = w, but there is a Moore space, X, such that &(X) = w(X) = 1X1= w,. 
Theorem I: If X is metric, &(X) = &(X) = log w(X), where log K = min{h: 2” z K}. Theorem 2: 
If X is compact and Tz, then e,(X) = &(X) = w(X) (but it is possible to have &(X) = log w(X) < 
w(X)). Theorem 3: If X is a GO-space, then e,(X) = e,(X) (but it is possible to have (L,,(X) = 
log ti,(X) < e,(X) < w(X) even if X is a LOTS). Finally, Hart has shown that if X is an infinite 
LOTS, then w(X) = c(X) CL,(X). Th e~rem 4: If X is an infinite LOTS, then w(X) = c(X) Q,(X). 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54A25; 
Secondary 54A10, 54D10, 54F05 
pseudoweight 
point-separating open cover 
generalized ordered space (GO-space) 
linearly ordered topological space (LOTS) 
0. Introduction 
The notion of a point-separating open cover has proved useful in a variety of 
contexts ([ 13,5,2,9,6] for example). More accurately, several such notions have 
proved useful; we shall investigate the relationships amongst them in several nice 
classes of spaces, particularly in the class of generalized ordered spaces (GO-spaces, 
or suborderable spaces), which may be identified with the class of subspaces of 
linearly ordered topological spaces (LOTS) [lo]. 
0.0. Definition. Let (X, T) be a Y&-space, i ~2. The Ti-pseudoweight of X, denoted 
by $,(X), is the minimum weight of a Ti topology, T,,, on X with TIC 7. (Thus, 
$1(X) is the t,!~w(X) of [5].) If 3 _ c 7 is a base (subbase, respectively) for a T, 
topology on X, we call % a T,-pseudobase (K-pseudosubbase, respectively) for X. 
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Our notation is fairly standard. Ordinals, denoted by lower-case Greek letters, 
are von Neumann ordinals; K, A, and Al. are reserved for cardinal numbers, generally 
infinite. As spaces, ordinals carry the linear order topology; the discrete space of 
power A with underlying set A is denoted by Dh, its one-point compactification by 
(YD,,. Ph is the space whose underlying set is A + 1 and whose topology is obtained 
from the order topology on A + 1 by isolating each point of A. *B is the set of 
functions from A to B; and if B is a topological space, so is *B, topologized as the 
product of IAl copies-of B. Given spaces X, ((Y < K), 1 {X,: LY < K} is the topological 
sum, or discrete union, of the X,‘s. 
Standard cardinal functions [8] used include weight, density, spread, cellularity, 
height (= hereditary LindelGf degree), LindelGf degree, and pseudocharacter, 
denoted by w, d, s, c, hL, L, and $, respectively. We also define A(X), the closed 
spread of X, to be o . sup{)DI: D is a closed, discrete subset of X}, and pf(X) = 
min{fc 3 w: every closed set in X is the intersection of s K open sets}. 
For any cardinal K, log K = min{A : 2” 2 K}; and for cardinals K and A, ~6 = 
SUp{Kp: /_L <A}. 
To avoid trivialities we assume that all spaces are injinite unless otherwise stated. 
It will also be convenient to adopt the convention that any reference to I/I,(X) in the 
statement of a result implies that X is (at least) a T,-space. 
The following notion is fundamental. 
0.1. Definition. Let S be an infinite set. A separating family on S is a collection 
%’ c 9’(S) such that 
(i) % is closed under complementation, and 
(ii) given distinct x, y E S, there is a C E % such that x E C, and y E S\C. 
0.2. Proposition. Let S be an injnite set. Then there is a separating family, %, on S 
of power log ISI (and no smaller family exists). 
Proof. Let K =loglSI. There is then a l-l function f:S+“2, and we may take 
{f -‘[{x E “2: x(5) = i}]: (5, ‘) z E K x 2) as our separating family. And if % is a separat- 
ing family on S, clearly the function 4: S +??((e):x+-+{CE %?: XE C} is l-l, so 
IS152zlsel, and jV?/>loglSI. 0 
We conclude this section by listing some elementary facts about pseudoweights. 
0.3. Facts. (a) t,!+,(X)< I$~(X) < &(X)< w(X). 
(b) If f: X + Y is l-l and continuous, then &(X) < ccri( Y). (In particular,f could 
be an inclusion.) 
(c) @o(X) 2 log/XI. (A g r ue as in the second part of Proposition 0.2.) 
(d) $1(X) 2 $(X). 
(e) tii(DK)=log K. 
(f) If X is compact and Hausdorff, then I&,(X) = w(X). (The topology of X is 
minimal Hausdorff.) 
(In fact, (a) can be slightly improved: Holsztynski [7] has shown that &(X)s 
nw(X), where nw(X) = min{(XI: X is a network’ for X}.) 
1. General results 
Pseudoweights behave reasonably well under formation of new spaces. 
1.0. Theorem (The countable case is essentially in [9]). Let i C 2. rf $z(X,) s K for 
each & < K, and X = fl{Xa: (Y < K}, then rLi(X) s K. 
Proof. For each (Y < K let fa :X, + Y, be a continuous bijection to a T,-space of 
weight s K. If f= n{fa: (Y < K}, and Y = n{ Y,: (Y < K}, then w( Y) C K, f: X + Y is 
l-l and continuous, and Y is a 7;-space. Now use Fact 0.3(b). 0 
1.1. Theorem. Fix i G 2. IfX = C {X,: a < 2”}, and $,(X,) s K for each (Y < 2”, then 
l/I,(X) s K. 
Proof. For each (Y < 2” let CB3, = {B,(t): 5 < K} be a IT;-pseudobase for X,, and let 
9 be a separating family of power K on 2”. For each 5 < K let V(t) = 
U{B,(~):(Y<~~}, and for each SEY let W(S)=U{X,:~ES}. Then if is 
l,{V(l): [<K}u{W(S): SEY} is a T,-pseudosubbase for X of power K. If i=2 
we must replace the sets V( 5) by sets V(& i)((& ‘) I E K x 2) defined as follows. For 
each ff <2” enumerate the pairs of disjoint members of %a as 
I(&(&, 0), &(5, 1)): C< ~1; then V(5, i) = U{&(5, i): Q <2”). 0 
1.2. Proposition (The countable case of (b) is essentially in [9]). 
(a) CL,(X) c pf(X) . ccrdx). 
(b) IfX is normal, (CT*(X) cpf(X) . $,(X). 
Proof. Let K = pf(X), and let 68 be a T,-pseudobase for X. For each BE B let 
9(B) be a family of closed sets such that IS(B)1 C K, and l_ls( B) = B. Let %= 
U{~(B): BE 933); then /9u 31~ K’+,,(X), and %u{X\F: FEN} is a T,- 
pseudosubbase for X. And if X is normal the families s(B) can be chosen to satisfy 
the additional requirement that B = U{int F: FE s(B)}, whence {int F: FE 9) u 
{X\F: FE S} is a T,-pseudosubbase for X of power K. &,(X). q 
1.3. Corollary. IfX is perfect, (cl,(X) = &(X); and if X is perfectly normal, I+&(X) = 
*O(X). 
’ A network for X is a collection, N, of subsets of X such that whenever V is an open nbhd of a 
point x E X, there is an NE J such that x E N c V. 
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1.4. Remark. If X is T3, pf(X) can be replaced by hL(X): for regular X, pf(X) G 
hL(X) G pf(X) 1 L(X). 
Pseudoweights of compact space behave quite nicely. 
1.5. Lemma. Let X be metacompact and T4. Let K = $,(X), and let A = min{p: every 
open cover of X has a subcover of power <p}. Then &(X) G ~5 5 K~(~‘. 
Proof. Let a be a T,-pseudobase for X of power K. Let 6 = 
{%%93:u%=X~]%:)<A}. F or each %?E Q there is a point-finite open cover, 
%(%?)={R(C): CE %}, of X such that R(C)c C for each CE %‘. And since X is 
normal we can shrink %( %?) to an open cover, S?*( %?e) = {R*(C): C E V}, such that 
clR*(C)cR(C) foreach CE%. 
Now fix distinct x, y E X. There is a B, E 93 such that x E B, E X\{ y}; moreover, 
for each z E X\(x) there is a B, E 93 such that z E B, z X\(x). Let %? E 0 be a subcover 
of {B,: z E X}; clearly B, E 55’. In fact, x E IJ( %\{B,}), so x E R*( Bx) c cl R*( B,) G 
X\(y). Thus, R*(B,.) and X\cl R*( B,) are disjoint open nbhds of x and y, 
respectively. 
Let ~=U{~*(%): $9:~ Cs}, and let Y= “IrU{X\cl V: VE Y}; clearly 9 is a T2- 
pseudosubbase for X. 161 s ~6, and I%?/ S K? for each (e E 6, so 191 S Kh. 0 
1.6. Corollary. If X is compact and Hausdorx then (cl,(X) = I/J*(X) = w(X). 
Unfortunately, not much can be said about $,,(X) in this setting. For example, 
take X to be aD,; then $,(X) = w(X) = K, but &,(X) = log K = loglX[, its smallest 
possible value. (Just use 93 u {X}, where 93 is a T,-pseudobase of power log K for 
D,.) 
Metric (and even Moore) spaces are also nice in this regard. Reed and Zenor 
have shown [13] that if X is a Moore space, and (XI ~2”, then 1+4,(x) = w. The 
same argument proves more. 
1.7. Theorem. Zf X is developable, then &,(X) = +l(X) = log w(X) = log 1x1. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.3, I,&(X) = +r(X). And since X is first countable, w(X) s 1x1. 
By Fact 0.3(c), therefore, log w(X) 5 loglX( G I,,&(X) = I/Q(X), and it only remains 
to prove that $r(X) G log w(X). 
Being developable, X has [ 11 a base 6% = U{%‘,: n E w} such that (i) each %I,, 
covers X, and (ii) if V is an open nbhd of a point x E X, there is an n E w such that 
exactly one member, B, say, of 913, contains x, and B c V We may also assume that 
I%), Is w(X) for each n E W. For each n E w let B,, be a separating family for %‘,,, 
with I!8,,l==log w(X), and let “Ir,={IJ%: %ES~,,}. If V=U{V,,: nE~},I’Y(~ 
log w(X). 
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Now fix distinct x, y E X, and choose n E w so that y is contained in exactly one 
member, BY, of B3,, and x & By. Pick any B, E B3, with x E B,, and let % E 93,, be 
such that %n{B,, B,} = {B,}. Then x E U % c X\{ y}, so ‘1/^ is a T,-pseudosubbase 
for X. q 
As is pointed out in [9], the space X obtained by running the LOTS w, through 
the ‘Reed machine’ [12] is a non-normal Moore space for which [Xl= w, = &(X), 
but of course I/J,(X) = log wi = o. For normal Moore spaces, however, and hence 
for metrizable spaces, all three pseudoweights coincide (by Corollary 1.3). 
1.8. Corollary. 1fX is a normal Moore space, then G,,(X) = &(X) = log X. 
In an earlier version of this paper I asked whether G,(X) must coincide with 
r,!+(X) if X is developable and screenable; the methods used above suggested that 
it might. However, G.M. Reed has pointed out (personal communication) the 
following counterexample. 
1.9. Example. Let X = {(x, y)~ [w’: y 2 0 or y = -l}, and for brevity let X0= 
{(X,y)EX: y=O},X,={(x,y)EX: y=-l), and H = X\(X, u X,). Topologize X as 
follows. Points of H are isolated. Given XE IR and n E w, let &(x, n) = 
{(~+a, a): 0=5a<2~“}, let B,(x, n)={(x, -l)}u{(x-a, a): O<a<2-“}, and take 
{&(x, n): n E w} as a local base at (x, -i) E Xi, i< 2. (X has been called the ‘Split 
V-Space’.) It is straightforward to check that X is a screenable Moore space. 
Let % and Y be countable separating families for H and Iw, respectively. Then 
(e~{l_{B~(x,n):x~S}: i<2,SEY, and now} is a T,-pseudosubbase for X, so 
$1(X) = w. 
Now suppose that 3 is a T2-pseudobase for X. Let y_= 
{(B, B’, n) E ‘33 x 3 x w : B n B’ = 0). For each (B, B’, n) E 3 let A( B, B’, n) = 
{x E R: B,(x, n) c B and B,(x, n) c B’}; clearly [w = l_J{A( T): T E S}. Thus, if 13\< 
2” there must be some T = (B, B’, n) E F such that \A( T)I > W. But then (without 
loss of generality) there are points x, x, E A( T)( m E w) such that (x,: m E w} conver- 
ges monotonically downward to x. Choose m E o so that a = x, -x < 2-“; then 
(x+ a/2, a/2)~ Bn B’, a contradiction. It follows that l~l= 2”, and hence that 
f&(X) = W(X) = 2”. 
A somewhat related result depends on the following notion: X has a regular 
G,-diagonal iff the diagonal in X x X is the intersection of at most K of its closed 
nbhds in X XX. This is equivalent [3] to the assertion that there are open covers 
Ya(a < K) of X such that if x, y E X are distinct, then there are open nbhds, W, 
and WY, of x and y, respectively, and an (Y < K, such that no member of “vh. meets 
both W, and WY. Thus, WY n st(p, vb.) = 0 for any p E W,, where st(p, ve) = 
U{ VE “Ir,: p E V}. It follows that if D is dense in X, 
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Q1,= {U{st(p, 7fe): p E D}: a < K}, and Ou = QOu {X\cl U: U E “u,}, then % is a 
T2-pseudosubbase for X. (This argument is from [9].) We have proved the following 
result. 
1.10. Theorem. IfX has a regular G,-diagonal, then (CIJX) s K . d(X). 
Recall now that a space, X, is collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH) iff whenever D z X 
is closed and discrete, there is a family, {V(x): x E D}, of pairwise disjoint open 
sets such that D n V(x) = {x} for each x E D. 
1.11. Proposition. Let X be TI, and let K = min(l31: $2 is a cover of X by closed, 
discrete sets} . log A(X). Then 4,(X) < K, and ifX is CWH, &(X) < K. 
Proof. Let 53 = { 0,: a < A} be a cover of X by closed, discrete sets. We may assume 
that A s K, and that 63 is closed under formation of finite unions. For each (Y <A 
there is a family B3, = {B,(x): x E Da} of open sets such that (i) D, n B,(x) = {x} 
for each x E Da, and (ii) if X is CWH, s3, is disjoint. Let Y’, be a separating family 
on Da, with IsP,I < K, and for each SE Ya let C,(S) = U{B, (x): x E S}. Let %?a = 
{C,(S): SEY’~}, and let %=U{%Y~: cr<h}; clearly I%[sK. 
If x and y are distinct points of X, there is an (Y <A such that x, y E Da, and 
there is an SEY, such that Sn{~,y}={x}. Then x~c,(S)cX\{y},y~ 
C,(D,\S) z X\(x), and if X is CWH, C,(S)n C,(D,\S) =@; i.e., 5% is the desired 
pseudosubbase. c7 
As an application we have the following example, which will be of some interest 
in the next section. 
1.12. Example. Let (T, < ) be a tree. A branch of T is a maximal linearly ordered 
subset of T; let Br( T) = {b & T: b is a branch of T}. For each t E T let B(t) = 
{b E Br( T): t E b}, and let 3 = {B( t): t E T}; 53 is a base for a (linearly orderable) 
topology on Br( T). A set Ac T is an antichain iff its members are pairwise 
incomparable, in which case {B(t): t E A} is a discrete family of clopen sets. T is 
special iff it is a countable union of antichains. 
It is easy to see that Br( T) is CWH. Thus, if 1 TI s 2”, and T is special, Proposition 
1.11 says that &(Br( T)) = w. In particular, this is true if T is a special Aronszajn 
tree, i.e., if each level and each branch of T is countable. (In [9] it is shown that 
such trees have countable T,-pseudoweight with respect to the tree topology.) 
2. GO-spaces 
The question that prompted this investigation was the following one, raised by 
Eric van Douwen2 in conversation: Must any of the pseudoweights of a GO-space 
’ I am indebted to Eric van Douwen for illuminating correspondence on these matters. 
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(or at least a LOTS) coincide? 1.2(b) shows that ‘very often’ all three will coincide, 
but there is an easy example showing that &,(X) need not be $,(X) even if X is 
a LOTS. 
2.0. Example. For any K 2 o, P, is orderable, +, ( PK) = I&,( PK) = log K + cf K, and 
I,!J,,( P,) = log K. Thus, if K = co,, then I,!QJ P,) = w, while ,cl,(PK) = ol. That q!q,(PK) = 
log K is clear: if 93 is a T,-pseudobase of power log K for D,, then % u {PK} is a 
T,-pseudobase of power log K for PK. And if X is a local base of power cf K at the 
point K in PK, %I u xu {P,\ N: N E J} is a T,-pseudosubbase of power log K -6 cf K 
for P,. (Clearly these cardinalities are lower bounds.) 
Finally, let Z denote the set of integers. Then {(cr, n) E (K + 1) x 2: (Y E K or n = 0}, 
ordered lexicographically and endowed with its order topology, is homeomorphic 
to PK. 
And in fact, Example 2.0 illustrates the worst case, as the following result makes 
clear. 
2.1. Theorem. Let X be a GO-space; then ~,!J~(X) = &(X) 
Proof. Define a jump in X to be a set {x, y} E X such that x and y are adjacent in 
the given ordering, s, of X; i.e., x f y, and, assuming that x <y, (x, y) =0. Let 2 
be the set of jumps in X, and let X = X u 2. The order s on X extends naturally 
to an order (also denoted by < ) on X corresponding to the insertion of each jump 
‘into itself’: if J = {x, y} E 2, and x < y, then x < J < y. Finally, for any A s X we 
let A = AU{.! E 2: J c A}. (Thus, A is order-convex if A is.) 2 will be used to help 
keep track of order-components of subsets of X. 
Let K = +,(X), and let 93 = {B, : a < K} be a T, -pseudobase for X. Given (Y s B < K, 
let %Y( (Y, B) be the set of order-components of B, u BP in 2; clearly I%‘( LY, B)I s )_?I = 
1x1 s 2”, so there is a separating family, K(a, B), on %(a, B) of power K. Let 
~‘(cY, B) = {U&: &E 6(a, B)}, and let Y = U{Y(a, B): (Y <B < K}; clearly [YI= K. 
Suppose that x, y E X with x < y, say. If there is a point p E (x, y), pick (Y, /3 < K 
so that XEB,,~EB~, and p r& B, u BP; otherwise, (x, y) = 0, and there are cy, /3 < K 
suchthatxEB,,yEBp,x~Bp,andy~BB,.Wemayassumethatcr~p.Let~~,~~;,E 
%‘(a, B) be such that x E 6;, and y E e,,, and note that 6;, n d;y = 0. (This is trivia1 
unless {x, y} E 5, in which case the jump {x, y} is not a member of 6, u B0 and 
therefore separates ex and 6;,.) Now choose d E Cs so that ex E d and d;y g &, let 
& = lJJ9, and let SY = U(%‘(q p)\Oe). Evidently x E &,, y E S,,, and 5, n $ =0. 
Finally, it is easy to see that if S, =X n ix and S, =X n f?,,, then S, and S, are 
disjoint open nbhds of x and y in X. 
Thus, {X n 5: SE 9’} is the desired T,-pseudosubbase for X. 0 
2.2. Proposition. IfX is a GO-space, then q!+(X) s c(X) * &(X). 
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Proof. Every GO-space is normal, and if X is a GO-space, then hL(X) = c(X) [S]. 
The result now follows from Proposition 1.2(b) and Remark 1.4. 0 
Hart [5] has shown that if X is a LOTS, w(X) = c(X). (cl,(X); van Douwen 
points out that Theorem 2.1 allows this result to be improved as follows: 
2.3. Corollary. Ler X be a LOTS; then w(X) = c(X) * I,&(X). 
Proof. By Hart’s theorem and Proposition 2.2, w(X) = c(X) . $,(X)< 
c(X) . (c(X) . CL,,(X)) = c(X) * I,&(X); the reverse inequality is obvious. 0 
Note that ‘LOTS’ cannot be replaced by ‘GO-space’ in Corollary 2.3: consider 
the Sorgenfrey line. 
2.4. Corollary. Let X be a K-Suslin LOTS, i.e., a LOTS with cellularity K and density 
>K. (Znfact, d(X) = K+ [S].) Then q&(X)> K. 
Corollary 2.4 should be compared with Example 1.12: a Suslin tree is a nice kind 
of (nonspecial) Aronszajn tree, and its branch space is a Suslin (=w-Suslin) LOTS. 
Another specific kind of GO-space that turns out to be of interest is the following. 
2.5. Proposition. Let X be a stationary subspace of a regular cardinal K > w. (I.e., 
X c K, and X n K # (4 whenever K is a closed, unbounded subset of K.) Then &(X) = K. 
Proof. Since w(X) = K, it suffices to show that &(X) 2 K. Let ?8 be any collection 
of fewer than K open subsets of X. Let JV” = {B E %‘: B is non-stationary in K}; then 
N = IJJV” is nonstationary, so JX\N\ = K, and %\X # 0. Now if B E 93\N, then there 
is an ~(B)EK such that B?{[EX:[>(Y(B)); and ]B\X]<K=cfK, so cy= 
sup{(~(B): BE~~\.N}<K. Let Y={[EX: C>(Y); Y is stationary in K, so there are 
distinct 5, n E Y\N, and clearly no member of 93 separates either of 5 and n from 
the other. Thus 93 is not a T,-pseudobase for X, and &(X) 3 K. 0 
2.6. Corollary. Let X be a GO-space. Zf &(X) = w, then X is hereditarilyparacompact. 
Proof. It suffices to show (by a result of Engelking and Lutzer [4]) that X contains 
no embedded copy of a stationary subset of a’ regular, uncountable cardinal, which 
is immediate from Fact 0.3(b) and Proposition 2.5. q 
(The converse of Corollary 2.6 is obviously false: consider D, for any K > 2”‘.) 
For the initial investigation of Theorem 2.1 it was natural to consider not only 
specific examples (such as Example 1.12, Corollary 2.4, and Proposition 2.5), but 
also ways of building a complicated LOTS from simpler ones. The most natural of 
these is formation of lexicographic products (and generalizations thereof). If (Y is 
an ordinal, and each (X,, s )(t < cy ) is a linear order, the lexicographic ordering of 
X=n{X,:e<a} is defined by setting x<yiffx(n)<y(n), where x,y~X are 
distinct, and r) = min{t < cy: x(c) # v(t)}. Unfortunately, the obvious analogue of 
Theorem 1 .O is false, even when LY = 2 and X, and X, are compact and metrizable. 
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2.7. Example. Let X = [0, l] x (0, l}, and endow X with the lexicographic order 
topology. (X is sometimes called the Alexandroff Double-Arrow Space.) [0, l] and 
(0, 1) are compact and metrizable. Moreover, each subspace [0, l] x {i} (i E 2) of X 
is homeomorphic to the Sorgenfrey line, which has countable T,-pseudoweight. But 
&I(X) = 2”, as follows immediately from Corollary 2.3 and the fact that while 
c(X) = w, w(X) = 2”. 
Now let L = [0, l] x [0, l] with the lexicographic order topology. (L is the so-called 
lexicographically ordered square.) By Example 2.7, +,,(L) = 2” (though this does 
not follow from Corollary 2.3). On the other hand, if Y = [0, l] x (0, l), also 
lexicographically ordered, then Y = I&- x (0, l), and by Theorem 1.0 I,!J*( Y) = w. 
This observation led eventually to the following theorem. 
2.8. Theorem. Let CY be an ordinal, K an infinite cardinal, and fix is 2. Suppose that 
Z = {X,: 5 < a} and @ = (4:: 5 s 5 < a} satisfy the following conditions. 
(a) Each X6(&< a) is a LOTS. 
(b) Whenever 5 G 5 < a, 4:: X, + X, is a surjection with order-convex, open jbres, 
each having Ti-pseudoweight G K. 
(c) For each &< a, 4; is the identity map on X,. 
(d) Whenever5~~5~<acr,~;=~:a~~. 
(e) rf 77 < CY is a limit ordinal, then X, is the inverse limit of {X,: 5 < 77) via the 
bonding maps 4: (5~ &‘< 7). 
(f) rLi(xO) c 0. 
(g) cl’< K+. 
Let X, = lim inv(%, @). Then 
(i) X, is linearly ordered by the (generalized) lexicographic ordering: x< y 
ifsx(y)<y(v), wherev=min{[<cu:x([)#y([)}, and 
(ii) as a LOTS, X, has T,-pseudoweight SK. 
Proof. (i) is straightforward; (ii) we prove inductively by showing that +i(Xv) s K 
for each 7 s cy. The proof of the successor step (r] = &+ 1) is entirely similar to that 
of Theorem 1.1 (which it generalizes) and can be carried out because a relatively 
open subset of a fibre of some 4;) is actually open in X,. 
Now suppose that r] s (Y is a limit ordinal. For each 5 < 77 let %i be a Ti-pseudobase 
for X, of power SK, and let 5Zjc = {(4;)-‘[B]: BE a;}. Let 9I = I,_{%I~: t< 7). Then 
1331 4 K, and %I is easily seen to be a IT;-pseudobase for X,: if x, y E X, are distinct, 
and 5 = min{t < 77: x(J) # y(l)}, then x and y are already suitably separated by 
903, 0 
The natural analogue of Theorem 1.0 is an immediate corollary. 
2.9. Corollary. If for each 5 < a X, is a LOTS without endpoints, and if I,!I,(X,) G K, 
and iffurther CY < K+, then I+!J,(X) G K, where X is the product n{X,: 5 < a} endowed 
with the lexicographic order topology. 
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We conclude by considering scattered GO-spaces; first, because there is a fairly 
nice bound on their T,-pseudoweights, and, secondly, because so many techniques 
for constructing examples yield scattered spaces. We begin by establishing some 
notation. 
For any space X, X’ = {x E X: x is not an isolated point of X}, the derived set of 
X. Set X(O) = X; then for any ordinal a > 0 define X’“’ = n{(X”‘)‘: p < cr}. We 
define I(X) = min{ Ly : X’“’ = X(at’) }, the length of X, and note that X is scattered 
ifI X (‘(X1) = 8. For each [< 1(X) let X, = X(5)\X(5+‘), and let Xsc = X\Xc5+‘) = 
lJ{X,: 5~ 5). Thus, X, is always a closed, discrete subset of XG5, which is open 
in X. 
2.10. Theorem.3 LetXbea scattered GO-space; then t,!+(X) s [Z(X)l * +,(X1 . log c(X). 
Proof. Let (Y = f(X), and let K = (a( . G(X) * log c(X). We first observe that X, being 
a GO-space, is hereditarily CWH. Thus, for each [< cy there is a disjoint family 
3< = {B(x): x E X,} of open sets in X such that lJa3, G Xss, and X, n B(x) = {x} 
for each x E X,. This clearly implies that IX,1 s (X0( = c(X) (X0 is dense in X). And 
a scattered GO-space is easily seen to be zero-dimensional, so we may take each 
B(x) to be clopen and order-convex. But then if x E X,,\lJ%335 is a limit point of 
Us,, it is easy to see (using the linear ordering of X) that x is a limit point of X,, 
which is absurd, so U93< is clopen in X=+. 
Now for each [< LY and each x E X, let Bn,(x) = {B(x, 7): n < K} be a family of 
order-convex, clopen nbhds of x such that nBc(x) = {x}, and U%‘,s(x) = B(x) = 
B(x, 0). Let Ye be a separating family of power SK for X, (possible since IX,1 s 
c(X) c2”), and for each SE Y, and v< K let C(S, 7) = lJ{B(x, n): x E S}. Let 
%Y~={C(S, 7): SE.Y~ and T<K}, and let %‘=U{‘e,: [C(Y); clearly Iz’(~K. 
Fix distinct x, y E X; x E X, and y E X,, say, with ,$ s r]. If .$ = r], pick SE Y6 such 
that S n {x, y} = {x}; then C(S, 0) and C(X,\S, 0) are disjoint nbhds of x and y, 
respectively. Now suppose that 5 < 7. There is at most one z E X,, such that x E B(z); 
if there is no such z, let 5 = 0, and otherwise choose 5 < K so that x E! B(z, C). Choose 
SE Y’, so that y E S; clearly C,,(S, 5) and X,,\C,(S, 5) are disjoint open nbhds of 
y and x respectively. It follows that %u{X,,\C: C E Ce7, and n < a} is a T2- 
pseudobase for X of power <K. 0 
There is certainly no harm in having a factor of 1,4(x) in Theorem 2.10, since 
q,(X) c 1,4(x) anyway. But in fact it is necessary: consider Pm,. Unfortunately, the 
inequality cannot be strengthened to an equality. 
2.11. Example. Let X = 1 {(Y: (Y <or}. X is linearly orderable, $(X) = log c(X) = w, 
and Z(X) = w,, but &(X) = w by Theorem 1.1. An even better example is the space 
3 Essentially the same argument works if X is scattered, T3, and hereditarily strongly CWH (=points 
of a closed, discrete set can be separated by a discrete family of open sets). 
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Y=(w~X)u{p}, where p has a base of nbhds of the form {p} u 
[(w\n) x X](n E w). Y is also linearly orderable (not immediately obvious, though 
Y is certainly a GO-space, and Purisch has shown that every scattered GO-space 
is orderable [ 1 l]), $( Y) = log c(, Y) = &( Y) = W, and I( Y) = w, + 1. In other words, 
the ‘badness’ of X does not stem solely from the fact that X”“x”’ =@ 0 
3. Addendum 
After this paper was prepared I discovered that Z. Balogh [Relative compactness 
and recent common generalizations of metric and locally compact sppces, Fund. Math. 
100 (1973), 165-1771 has proved a generalization of Corollary 1.6 quite different 
from Lemma 1.5. 
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